
QUESTIONED DOCUMENT EXAMINATION

VSC
®

900

The uncompromising solution to the exisiting and 

future demands of document examination

A compact, benchtop and highly capable Questioned Document Evidence 
(QDE) imaging system, the new VSC®900 provides examiners with a 
comprehensive suite of tools for the interrogation and verification of 
evidence types such as passports and ID cards, whilst also broadening the 
remit to larger format evidence given the new A4/US Letter field of view. 

With unrivalled image quality, the VSC®900 is capable of 130x magnification 
and a 20x zoom, with LED illumination across all wavelengths.
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Compact and uncompromising, 

the VSC®900 is a forensic-level solution

for the examination and authentication

of all questioned documents

For the examination of 

Questioned Documents.

---------------Applications---------------

- Forensic Laboratory

- Border Security & Immigration

- National Banks

- Security Printers

- High-Security Locations

- Card Grading & Authentication

For the forensic-level examination of 

documents including:

-----------------Hardware-----------------

- High-Resolution 8MP camera

- Large (A4) document viewing area

- 130x magnification
- Full LED illumination  

- Motorised XY postioning stage

- Choice of embedded or external PC

-----------------Features-----------------

- A complete, QDE workstation

- For the forensic-level examination  

  of all questioned documents

- Authenticate genunie documents

- Detect counterfeits and frauds

Passports Visas Banknotes

Breeder Documemts

Lottery TicketsArtwork

Certficates & Permits

Collectibles

and many more...Identity Cards

VSC: Precision Imaging Technology
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Detect Fakes & Counterfeits Reveal Hidden Details Inspect Security Features

The first in a new generation of 
document imaging systems 

High Resolution Document Imaging
Excellent clarity and image resolution of documents 

captured using a high-precision 8MP camera

Multispectral UV-Vis-IR Illumination
Full LED directional, multi-spectral light sources can 

reveal hidden details and semi-covert security features 

designed to respond at set wavebands.

Large A4/US Letter Size Examination Area
Examine large format documents using the system’s 

enhanced field of view to capture images of documents 
in their entirety.

Reveal, Examine & Decode Security Features
Interrogate visible and embedded security features 

including eChip data, holograms and encoded images.

Forensic-Level Examination
The final word in document authentication.

Industry-leading technology for the professional examination, interrogation  and authentication of questioned documents

VSC900 Product appearance and specifications subject to change without prior notice.


